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1Qudsaya Community Center Activities

In one of the Damascus suburbs, in Qudsaya, Jafra has opened a community 
center to serve the population living there, this center provides different services 
including educational courses, vocational training, recreational activities, and 
community-based events.
Recently the center focused on capacity-building activities for undergraduates, 
recent graduates, and social workers.
The center also announced a series of life skills courses, including decision 
making, precaution, stress management, problem-solving among others.  

For further details, see:     
https://www.facebook.com/Jafra.Foundation/posts/4625173097548880
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Jafra centers in Lebanon run Food Production Workshops. In Mankubeen, in Burj 
El Barajneh, Shatila, and Ein El Hilweh camps, the results of cooking varied between 
jams, olives, pickles preparations among many other recipes.
After the end of the workshops, the packed food is distributed by Jafra volunteers 
to the most vulnerable families in the camps’ neighborhoods.

For further details, see:     
https://www.facebook.com/Jafra.Foundation/posts/4589723057760551

Food Distribution in Lebanon 



33- Jafra Football Teams in Syria and Lebanon

Jafra has always encouraged youth to practice a sport. Football is one of them.
Accordingly, each center established a football team where the children and 
youth have the chance to train regularly and to participate in competitions and 
tournaments on local scales. 
Jafra is proud of the football teams’ achievements in both Syria and Lebanon since 
it is the result of the continuous hard work of the players. 

To support our teams:     
https://www.globalgiving.org/projects/children-and-youth-sport-in-palestinian-refu-

gee-camps/



4Human Rights Day Activities 

On the International Day of Human Rights, the Jafra Foundation revived 
the occasion by highlighting the basic human rights stipulated in the International 
Conventions and the United Nations, which most Palestinians have been deprived 
of for a long time, especially the right to live in a safe place, which is considered a 
priority on the human rights list.

For further details, see:     
https://www.facebook.com/Jafra.Foundation/posts/4543824025683788
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Another year has passed, and a new one full of plans, projects, activities, and events 
to enhance people’s quality of life has come.
Since it is a chance to set goals and wishes, the children at Jafra centers in both 
Syria and Lebanon attended some recreational activities related to the occasion 
allowing them to feel the spirit of the holiday season.

For further details, see:     
https://www.facebook.com/Jafra.Foundation/posts/4610182395714617

New Year Activities 



Check our platforms

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Jafra.Foundation 
https://www.instagram.com/jafra.foundation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jafra-foundation
https://twitter.com/jafra_sy

